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CONTROL OF ACTIVE POWER RESERVE IN 
A WIND-FARM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] Apparatuses, methods and articles of manufacture 
consistent With the present invention relate to the ?eld of Wind 
power generation, and, more particularly, advanced Wind 
farrn poWer management. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] In an electric poWer grid (“grid”) it is necessary to 
continuously match the poWer consumption and generation in 
order to keep the frequency and voltage Within the grid Within 
alloWed limits. The electric utility continuously monitors 
both magnitudes and must be able to issue commands to 
generation units in order to stabilize the electric poWer grid. 
This requires poWer generation units to be able to deliver an 
increase of poWer if the Electric Utility demands it, and thus, 
the generation units must be able to maintain and manage a 
reserve of active poWer (also knoWn as real poWer). More 
speci?cally, taking S as the complex poWer, P as the real or 
active poWer and Q as the reactive poWer, the relationship 
S:P+iQ is generally satis?ed. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

[0003] In the last feW years, Wind poWer generation has 
increased considerably WorldWide. This groWth is Widely 
forecast to continue into the next decades, even as the industry 
and technology have arisen to a mature level in this ?eld. As 
Wind farms groW in siZe and the total base of installed Wind 
capacity continues to increase, the importance of improving 
both the poWer output quality and the grid stability becomes 
a challenge of great importance to Wind developers and utility 
customers alike. As more Wind energy is injected into the 
grid, it is highly convenient that Wind-farms behave as similar 
as possible to other sources of conventional poWer genera 
tion, taking into account the particular nature of Wind. 
[0004] From the point of vieW of the electric utility, it is 
important to accurately control the grid voltage and fre 
quency. For these purposes, conventional poWer plants are 
required to supply extra active and reactive poWer When 
needed by the Electric Utility. These demands are not cur 
rently being ful?lled appropriately by Wind-farms and act as 
constraints in the spreading of Wind poWer plants. Until noW, 
a Wind poWer plant could not be considered as a conventional 
poWer plant because it has not been possible to accurately 
determine an active poWer reserve due to the uncertainty of 
the Wind conditions. Conventional methods have not suc 
ceeded in either achieving an accurate estimation of the active 
poWer reserve or an accurate response to the poWer demand. 
There is a need to develop an accurate method to generate an 
active poWer reserve as the utility may demand it and in some 
cases has even offered to give a bonus to the project develop 
ers of such a method. 

[0005] US. application Ser. No. 11/615,241, the disclosure 
of Which is incorporated herein by reference, describes a 
method to control reactive poWer in a Wind-farm in order to 
ful?ll the reactive poWer requirement. The ’241 application 
also describes a method to control a reserve of reactive poWer 
Which is available in case the electric utility demands it. 
[0006] Conventional methods are knoWn to limit the active 
poWer output from a Wind-farm, for example, to adapt pro 
duction to the constraints of the evacuation capacity, i.e. the 
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maximum poWer that can be delivered to the grid HoWever, 
these methods do not guarantee a reserve of active poWer. 

[0007] Consequently, there is a need for a strategy to guar 
antee a reserve of active poWer. Such a reserve Would alloW 

Wind-farms to resemble conventional poWer generation 
sources and thereby make it more convenient for the electric 
utility to stabiliZe the frequency and voltage of the grid. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] It is an aspect of exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention to provide a control of active poWer reserve 
in an integrated manner taking into account the netWork pri 
orities at each moment as Well as the effort demanded by the 
Wind turbines. This method in conjunction With the control of 
reactive poWer reserve described in US. application Ser. No. 
11/615,241 alloWs the complete control of the Wind-farm so 
as to appear as a conventional poWer plant. 

[0009] It is an aspect of certain embodiments of the present 
invention to provide Wind-farm control With a better regula 
tion ability, such as being able to increase or decrease the 
active poWer supplied to the grid in order to maintain the 
frequency stability of the grid Which operates as an automatic 
global adjustment of poWer to control the frequency of the 
grid. 
[0010] Thereby, the active poWer system described here is 
even able to manage an active poWer reserve in order to cope 
With eventual grid contingencies. In this Way, control of the 
active poWer reserve is granted a key role in a Wind farm 
poWer production strategy. 
[0011] According to one aspect of an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention the Wind-farm controller 
de?nes tWo operational modes for each Wind-turbine: 

[0012] an active poWer observer mode (APOM); and 
[0013] an active poWer reserving mode (APRM). 
[0014] When a Wind-turbine is operated in APOM the 
poWer output is controlled in accord With the maximum 
poWer available With the actual Wind conditions or, at least, 
Without regard to maintaining an active poWer reserve. In this 
mode the Wind-farm controller does not impose any con 
straint in the active poWer generated by the Wind-turbine. 
[0015] Alternatively, When a Wind-turbine is operated in 
APRM the Wind-farm controller issues a command that limits 
the maximum active poWer output from the Wind-turbine. 
Therefore, the Wind farrn’s total active poWer production Will 
be maintained beloW the maximum poWer available based on 
actual Wind conditions. Accordingly, there is additional 
poWer potential available in the Wind farm based on the actual 
Wind conditions. Thus, the actual poWer output is loWer than 
the maximum poWer output attainable based on the estima 
tion obtained from the Wind turbines operate in APOM. 
[0016] An aspect of an embodiment of the present inven 
tion is the optional use of at least one controlled load (CL) in 
order to take advantage of the active poWer reserve in the Wind 
farm. Such a controlled load could be used as an electric load 
or as an energy storage unit such as a hydrogen generator, a 
?yWheel, etc. The controlled load is subordinated to the grid 
active reserve requirements. In case the grid needs extra 
poWer, the controlled load poWer consumption could be 
ramped doWn or even sWitched off. 

[0017] In at least one embodiment, the Wind farm central 
control (WFCC) employs the Wind-turbines operating in 
APOM to measure the poWer available in the Wind-farm. In 
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contrast, wind-turbines operating in APRM are commanded 
to achieve the desired active power reserve for the wind-farm. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] The incorporated drawings depict certain embodi 
ments of the invention. However, they should not be taken to 
limit the invention to the speci?c depicted embodiment. 
Aspects of the present invention will become more apparent 
by describing in detail illustrative, non-limiting embodiments 
thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 
[0019] FIG. 1: Illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
wind farm that has an active power reserve control system 
topology and the hardware elements of the wind farm. 
[0020] FIG. 2a: Illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
wind farm central control (WFCC) for the control of an active 
power reserve in a wind farm. 

[0021] FIG. 2b: Illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
wind farm central control (WFCC) where the grid frequency 
stability is an input to the optimization algorithm. 
[0022] FIG. 3: Illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
wind turbine relative control (WTRC). 
[0023] FIG. 4: Illustrates an exemplary embodiment 
wherein an optimiZation algorithm uses the active power 
reserve to support the grid frequency. 
[0024] FIG. 5: Is a ?owchart that illustrates method for 
showing the determination of the number of wind turbines in 
APRM and APOM states. 
[0025] FIG. 6: Is a ?owchart that illustrates methods of 
operating wind turbines in a wind farm. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0026] Aspects and features of the present invention and 
methods of accomplishing the same may be understood more 
readily by reference to the following detailed description of 
the exemplary embodiments and the accompanying draw 
ings. The present invention may, however, be embodied in 
many different forms and should not be construed as being 
limited to the embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these 
embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be 
thorough and complete and will fully convey the concept of 
the invention to those skilled in the art, and the present inven 
tion will only be de?ned by the appended claims. Several 
drawings will be referenced only as illustration for the better 
understanding of the description. Furthermore, the same ref 
erence numbers will be used in the drawings and in the 
description to refer to the same or like elements. 

[0027] An exemplary topology of a wind farm with an 
active power reserve system is shown in FIG. 1. This system 
includes of a plurality of wind turbines (1011 through 101”) 
and two subsystems: the wind farm central control (WFCC) 
(100), shown in detail in FIG. 2a and FIG. 2b, which can be 
located in the substation or point of common coupling (PCC) 
(103), and the wind turbine relative control (WTRC) (3001 
through 300”), shown in detail in FIG. 3, which is carried out 
in at least one of the wind-turbines in the wind farm (see 101 1 
through 101” in FIG. 1). FIG. 1. also shows a controlled load 
(102) which in this exemplary embodiment is located in the 
substation of the wind farm. The controlled load may be used 
as either an electrical load or as electrical storage unit. An 
objective of this system is to follow a given setpoint of active 
power reserve for the wind-farm as a whole. Moreover, this 
reserve of active power can be managed by the WFCC (100). 
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[0028] Additionally, each WTRC (3001) through (300”) 
may be con?gured to communicate with the WFCC (100) 
using a communication bus (104) via network connections 
(1051) through (105”) and network connection (106) to com 
municate various variables including active reserve mode 
commands ARMwti, relative power commands % Pwt_rat 
ed_res, and active power measurements AV_Pwti. The 
WFCC (100) also may be con?gured to communicate with 
the controlled load (102) via the communication bus (104) 
and network connection (107). 
[0029] Wind Farm Central Control (WFCC) System 
[0030] The Wind Farm Central Control (WFCC) (100) is in 
charge of satisfying the desired active power reserve (% 
Sp_Pres) of the wind farm. In one embodiment % Sp_Pres is 
de?ned as a percentage of the active power of the wind farm 
at the present moment. In a different embodiment % Sp_Pres 
could be de?ned as the value of the desired reserve of active 
power related to the rated wind farm power, i.e., in absolute 
units (eg kW). 
[0031] Referring to FIG. 2a, which illustrates a WFCC 100, 
the wind farm active power reserve setpoint (% Sp_Pres) can 
be received either from the electric utility or generated by the 
WFCC according to several criteria prede?ned in an optimi 
Zation algorithm (201). For instance, power reserve schedul 
ing, grid stability and economic pro?t optimiZation based on 
the control of the active power reserve are some of the criteria 
that may be taken into account in the optimiZation algorithm. 
[0032] In one embodiment, illustrated in FIG. 2a, for 
example, the WFCC (100) receives various information (206) 
used to determine the active power reserve setpoint (%). Such 
information (206) can include relevant tariff information 
from the utility, e. g. kWh tariff depending on the time, short 
term demand, a bonus because of an active power reserve, 
grid capacity, production optimiZation information, grid fre 
quency deviations, production optimiZation, power reserve 
requirements, grid voltage stability, etc. In one embodiment 
such information (206) can also include the grid frequency 
stability (216) as described in FIG. 2a and as shown in FIG. 
2b. The WFCC (100) includes an optimiZation algorithm 
(201) which can be based on economic pro?t optimiZation. 
Such an algorithm takes into account the aforementioned 
inputs as well as pro?t optimiZation parameters to generate an 
active power setpoint % Sp_PresWFCC, for example in order 
to maximiZe the economic pro?t of the wind farm, according 
to well known numerical optimiZation algorithms. This algo 
rithm also generates the SPPCL taking into account the afore 
mentioned inputs and the actual power consumption of the 
controlled load, and the characteristics and constraints of the 
controlled load. Providing power to this controlled load takes 
advantage of the active power reserve instead of not using it. 
In other words, instead of limiting the wind turbine output to 
maintain an active power reserve, the active power reserve 
may be maintained by diverting the power constituting the 
reserve or a part of it to a controlled load. The amount of 
power diverted to the controlled load is then considered part 
of the active power reserve. The controlled load can be one or 
a plurality of different loads arranged in series or parallel or 
any other con?guration. 
[0033] In another embodiment, in order to support the grid 
voltage stability, the % Sp_PresWFCC can be generated 
based on the measurement of the grid frequency (216) which 
is shown in detail in FIG. 4. A frequency error (e_Freq) is 
calculated in unit (401) by subtracting the actual value of the 
grid frequency (AV_Freq) from the desired frequency (Sp_ 
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Freq), for example 60 HZ. The frequency error is applied to a 
Look Up Table or a proportional/integral/derivative (PID) 
controller or a more complex structure (400) to obtain the % 
Sp_PresWFCC. For example, in one embodiment, if the fre 
quency error is 1 Hz, the value of % Sp_PresWFCC is 7.5%. 
[0034] Alternatively, an active poWer reserve setpoint % 
Sp_PresUtility can be directly sent by the electric utility. In 
this case selector (202) selects one of the % Sp_PresWFCC 
and the % Sp_PresUtility as the ?nal setpoint, % Sp_Pres, 
Which is entered into an active poWer reserve controller (200), 
APRC. This selection depends on the constraints imposed by 
the utility or by the Wind plants developers. 
[0035] Control of Active PoWer Reserve 
[0036] The following description is a non-limiting explana 
tory embodiment of the invention. 
[0037] Referring to FIGS. 2a and 2b, the Wind-farm central 
controller assigns to each Wind-turbine one of the above 
mentioned operational modes (APOM, APRM), according to 
criteria Which Will be explained in detail beloW. Conse 
quently, out of the total number of Wind-turbines in the Wind 
farm, designated as n, there Will be u Wind-turbines Which 
Will operate in APRM, and the rest, m, (Wherein m:n—u) Will 
operate in APOM. Commands for these settings Will be sent 
to each Wind-turbine from the WFCC through a communica 
tion netWork (104-107). 
[0038] The active poWer reserve controller (APRC, (200)) 
receives as inputs the active poWer measurement of every 
Wind-turbine in the Wind farm, AV_PWtl through AV_PWt n, 
the poWer of the controlled load AV_PCL, as Well as the 
setpoint for the active poWer reserve, % Sp_Pres. 
[0039] The APRC 200 calculates an estimation of the total 
Wind-farm poWer delivered to the grid by using adder (207) 
according to the measured poWer by each Wind-turbine in 
units (203) and (204) taking into account the actual poWer 
consumption of the controlled load AV_PCL. In other Words, 
the active poWer generated by all the Wind turbines operating 
in the APRM mode is summed in unit (203) and the active 
poWer generated by all the Wind turbines operating in the 
APOM mode is summed in unit (204). In adder (207), these 
tWo values are added together and the AV_PCL is subtracted 
from this result to get an estimation of the total Wind farm 
poWer delivered to the grid (est_Ptot). 

[0040] The setpoint of the active poWer reserve, % Sp_Pres, 
is converted to absolute units, Sp_PtotRes, by a multiplier 
unit (208) according to the folloWing equation: 

SpiPl0lRes:% SpiPresxeslPlol, Eq. 2 

[0041] For instance, considering a Wind farm Which is pro 
ducing 10 MW and it receives a command to reserve 10% of 
the actual poWer production, the production Will be 9 MW and 
the reserve Will be 1 MW in order to ful?l this requirement. 
[0042] In other embodiments, Sp_PtotRes could be set 
directly in absolute units, for example, as a percentage of the 
rated Wind-farm poWer. For instance, if a Wind farm With a 
rated poWer of 20 MW, Which is currently producing 10 MW, 
receives a command to reserve the 10% of the rated poWer, the 
production Will be 8 MW and the reserve Will be 2 MW in 
order to ful?ll this requirement. 
[0043] The active poWer reserve Sp_PtotRes can be 
achieved both by the controlled load and by the Wind turbines 
operating in APRM. In order to determine the share of the 
active poWer reserve Which is accomplished by the Wind 
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turbines, i.e. Sp_PWtsRes, the poWer consumption of the 
controlled load AV_PCL is subtracted from the setpoint of the 
active poWer reserve Which has been converted to absolute 
units Sp_PtotRes, by adder (214) to output Sp_PWtsRes. 
[0044] In one embodiment, the APRC controller 200 cal 
culates the mean value of the active poWer of the Wind 
turbines operating in APRM (avgPu) in unit (205) and the 
APRC separately calculates the corresponding mean value of 
the active poWer for Wind-turbines in APOM (avgPm). In 
other embodiments, avgPm and avgPu can be calculated With 
a more complex mathematical function, such as a Weighted 
average. 
[0045] The average active poWer generated by the Wind 
turbines operating in theAPRM mode (avgPu) is calculated in 
unit (205) by dividing the total active poWer generated by all 
the turbines operating in the APRM (203) by the total number 
of Wind turbines operating in the APRM mode u. Similarly, 
the average active poWer generated by the Wind turbines 
operating in the APOM mode (avgPm) is calculated in unit 
(206) by dividing the total active poWer generated by all the 
turbines operating in the APOM (204) by the total number of 
Wind turbines operating in the APOM mode m. 
[0046] The absolute active poWer reserve setpoint, Sp_P 
WtsRes, is regulated by a PID controller (212) or a higher 
order transfer function, such as a lead-lag controller as Well as 
standard non linear blocks, e.g. saturation blocks or rate lim 
iters, by using est_PWtsRes, Which is an estimation of the total 
active poWer reserve in the Wind-farm and is obtained by the 
following equation in Which the difference betWeen the aver 
age active poWer of Wind turbines operating in APRM is 
subtracted from the average active poWer of the Wind turbines 
operating inAPOM by subtractor (209) and then multiplied in 
multiplier (210) by the number of Wind turbines operating in 
APRM mode: 

[0047] The absolute reserve setpoint, Sp_PWtsRes is sub 
tracted, by using subtractor (211), from est_PWtsRes (211), to 
produce an error value e_Pres. This error is input into PID 
controller (212). The output of the PID controller (212) in the 
APRC, % PWt_rated_res, Will be the percentage of the rated 
poWer output Which is not alloWed to be exceeded by the 
Wind-turbines operating in APRM. % PWt_rated_res is lim 
ited betWeen a maximum and minimum value by block (215). 
In one embodiment, these values are dependent on the par 
ticular Wind turbine technology. The % PWt_rated_res com 
mand Will be enforced by the WTRC (300) in each turbine 
Working in APRM, as it is described later. 
[0048] % PWt_rated_res is distributed as a unique com 
mand to all the Wind turbines. The Wind turbines that have 
been selected for APRM Will reduce their maximum poWer 
output in accordance to their rated poWer and the commanded 
percentage, % PWt_rated_res. On the other hand, Wind tur 
bines selected for APOM Will ignore the command and con 
tinue Without any restriction in their poWer output. 
[0049] Moreover, the APRC Will determine the operating 
mode of each Wind-turbine: either APRM or APOM. This 
task involves determining the number of Wind-turbines in 
APRM (i.e., u), APOM (i.e., m) as Well as hoW the various 
modes APRM and APOM are distributed Within the Wind 
farm. In one embodiment, m is determined based on the active 
poWer reserve setpoint. 
[0050] In order to achieve a balanced share of the control 
effort associated With the implementation of active poWer 
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reserve, the APRC will continuously update In (and therefore, 
u, which equals n-m, as previously explained) so that (avgPu/ 
avgPm)*l00 is maintained between an upper and lower 
threshold. This function is carried out by the wind-turbine 
mode selector unit (213) as shown in FIG. 2a. 
[0051] For instance, with reference to FIG. 5, if (avgPu/ 
avgPm)*l00 decreases below 70% (502), then u will be 
increased (504) so that the control effort is shared between 
more wind-turbines and therefore (avgPu/avgPm)*l00 will 
rise above 70%. Quite the opposite, if (avgPu/avgPm)*l00 
rises above 90% (501), then u will decrease (503) in such a 
way that the number of limited wind-turbines will be reduced 
and (avgPu/avgPm) will decrease below 90%. This is neces 
sary in order to have an accurate enough estimation of the 
available active power reserve. In other embodiments, hys 
teresis in the thresholds will be used to prevent excessive 
updating of u. 
[0052] One of the goals of the above described mode selec 
tor (213) is to prevent the wind-turbines in APRM from 
operating too far from the rated design conditions (e.g., wind 
turbine operating at 10% of power output in high wind 
speeds). An additional goal is to ensure a reliable estimation 
of the power reserve. 

[0053] The operating mode is set using active reserve mode 
commands ARMwti [ARMwtl . . .ARMwtn], issued from 
APRC (200) as an output of the Wind Turbine Mode Selector 
(213) to each of the wind turbines through the communication 
network (104). 
[0054] A method for managing the active power reserve in 
a wind farm is shown in FIG. 6. Initially, the setpoint of the 
active power reserve % Sp_Pres is determined in operation 
(601). Additionally, the actual power value of the controlled 
load AV_PCL is determined in operation (602). The active 
power from the turbines operating in APOM and APRM are 
summed in operations (603) and (604), respectively. An esti 
mate of the total output power est_Ptot of the wind farm is 
determined in operation (605) by summing the active power 
of the turbines operating in APOM and APRM, and subtract 
ing the actual power value of the controlled load AV_PCL. An 
absolute value setpoint of the active power reserve Sp_P 
totRes is determined in operation (608) by multiplying est_ 
Ptot by the active power reserve setpoint % Sp_Pres. The 
actual power value of the controlled load AV_PCL is sub 
tracted from this setpoint Sp_PtotRes to determine the set 
point of the active power reserve of theAPRM turbines Sp_P 
wtsRes in operation (609). 
[0055] This setpoint Sp_PwtsRes is compared to the esti 
mate of active power reserve currently provided by the wind 
turbines est_PwtsRes to calculate an error value of the active 
power reserve e_Pres in operation (612). The estimate of 
active power reserve currently provided by the wind turbines 
est_PwtsRes is determined in operation (610) based on the 
average active power of the wind turbines avg Pm operating in 
APOM determined in operation (606) and the average active 
power of the wind turbines avg Pu operating in APRM deter 
mined in operation (607). The rated active power for the 
turbines operating in APRM, % Pwt rated res, is determined 
in operation (613) based on the error value e_Pres. 
[0056] The number of wind turbines operating in APRM 
andAPOM (ARMwtl . . .ARMwtn) is optimiZed in operation 
(611) based on the average active power of wind turbines 
operating (avgPm) in APOM determined in operation (606) 
and the average active power of wind turbines operating 
(avgPu) operating inAPRM as determined in operation (607). 
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[0057] The active reserve mode commands used to control 
each of the wind turbines in the wind farm are issued in 
operation (614) based on the rated active power of the tur 
bines operating in APRM and the optimization result of 
operation (611). 
[0058] Wind Turbine Relative Control (WTRC) System 
[0059] The WTRC system is in charge of receiving and 
implementing commands from the central controller, in order 
to ensure that the wind turbine contributes to the active power 
reserve. 

[0060] The WTRC (300) system, as illustrated in FIG. 3, 
receives from the WFCC (100) both the relative power com 
mand, % Pwt_rated_res, and the active reserve mode com 
mands ARMwti from the WFCC. 
[0061] % Pwt_rated_res is expressed in relative terms as a 
percentage of each turbine’s rated power output. 
[0062] The WRTC (300) includes a selector (301) and a 
multiplier connected to an output of the selector (301). 
Depending on the ARMwti command, the selector 301 
switches between 100% and % Pwt_rated_res. The multiplier 
302 multiplies the output of the selector (100% or % Pwt_ 
rated_res) by the wind turbine’s rated power resulting in the 
maximum real power production limit. In other words, 
depending on whether the wind turbine is in APOM or 
APRM, % Pwt_rated_res will be ignored (APOM) or 
enforced (APRM) at a particular wind turbine. In the latter 
case, the wind-turbine power output is controlled to not allow 
the power output to exceed % Pwt_rated_res of the rated 
power output of the wind-turbine. If the ARMwti command 
indicates that % Pwt_rated_res is to be ignored, the maximum 
power output of the wind-turbine will be controlled to be 
100% of the rated power. 
[0063] The present invention is described hereinafter with 
reference to control illustrations of user interfaces, methods, 
and computer program products according to embodiments 
of the invention. It will be understood that each block, and 
combinations of blocks in the illustrations, can be imple 
mented at least in part by computer program instructions. 
These computer program instructions can be provided to a 
processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose 
computer, or other programmable data processing apparatus 
to produce a machine, such that the instructions, which 
execute via the processor of the computer or other program 
mable data processing apparatus, create apparatuses for 
implementing the functions speci?ed in the ?owchart block 
or blocks. These computer program instructions may also be 
stored in a computer usable or computer-readable memory 
that can direct a computer or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to function in a particular manner, such that 
the instructions stored in the computer usable or computer 
readable memory produce an article of manufacture includ 
ing instructions that implement the function speci?ed in the 
?owchart block or blocks. The computer program instruc 
tions may also be loaded into a computer or other program 
mable data processing apparatus to cause a series of opera 
tional steps to be performed in the computer or other 
programmable apparatus to produce a computer implemented 
process such that the instructions that execute in the computer 
or other programmable apparatus provide steps for imple 
menting the functions speci?ed in the ?owchart block or 
blocks. 
[0064] In conclusion, the active power system described 
here is able to manage an active power reserve in order to cope 
with eventual grid contingencies. Proper control of an active 
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power reserve has been described in an integrated manner 
taking into account the network priorities such as grid voltage 
stability, poWer reserve or frequency deviations at each 
moment as Well as the effort demanded by the Wind turbines. 
The available Wind energy is accurately estimated by operat 
ing a subset of Wind turbines as an observer, avoiding the 
uncertainty associated With other methods based on direct 
measurement of Wind speed. Furthermore, the optional use of 
a controlled load has been described, such as an electric load 
or an energy storage, in order to take advantage of the active 
poWer reserve in the Wind farm. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of active poWer reserve regulation in a Wind 

farm having a plurality of Wind turbines and a communication 
netWork, the method comprising: 

determining an active poWer reserve setpoint indicating a 
target value of a total active poWer reserve for the Wind 

farm; 
determining a ?rst subset of Wind-turbines of the plurality 

of Wind turbines and operating the ?rst subset of Wind 
turbines Without an external command of poWer output 
limitation as an estimation of the maximum active poWer 
available in the Wind farm; and 

determining, a second subset of Wind-turbines of the plu 
rality of Wind-turbines, and operating the second subset 
of Wind turbines to achieve the active poWer reserve 
setpoint by using an external command of poWer output 
limitation. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the active poWer reserve 
setpoint is determined by a Wind-farm active poWer reserve 
controller by using an economic pro?t optimization algo 
rithm. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the active poWer reserve 
setpoint is determined by a Wind-farm active poWer reserve 
controller based on grid frequency control. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the active poWer reserve 
setpoint is received from outside of the Wind farm by com 
munication means. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the active poWer reserve 
setpoint is determined in absolute units or as a percentage of 
active poWer output from the Wind farm. 

6. The method of claim 1, the method further comprising 
operating a controlled load using an amount of active poWer 
produced by the Wind farm less than or equal to the total active 
poWer reserve, said amount of active poWer used by the con 
trolled load being part of the active poWer reserve. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein an active poWer reserve 
achieved by the second subset of Wind turbines (Sp_PWtsRes) 
is the difference betWeen the total active poWer reserve and 
the active poWer used to operate the controlled load (AV_ 
PCL)‘ 

8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the second subset of 
Wind-turbines are operated so as to be limited to a percentage 
of each of their respective rated active poWer outputs Within a 
speci?ed range limit. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the number of Wind 
turbines determined for the ?rst and second subsets of Wind 
turbines is determined based on the active poWer reserve 
setpoint. 

10. The method of claim 1, Wherein the number of Wind 
turbines determined for the second subset of Wind turbines is 
varied based on a difference betWeen an actual value of the 
total active poWer reserve of the Wind farm and the target 
value of the total active poWer reserve in the Wind farm. 
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11. The method of claim 10, Wherein the variation of Wind 
turbines in the second subset of Wind turbines is based on a 
ratio betWeen a mean active poWer output from the ?rst sub set 
of Wind turbines and a mean active poWer output from the 
second subset of Wind turbines. 

12. The method of claim 11, Wherein the ratio is maintained 
betWeen an upper threshold and a loWer threshold. 

13. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 
calculating an error (e_Pres) betWeen the active poWer 

reserve setpoint (Sp_PWtsres) to be achieved by the sec 
ond sub set of Wind turbines and an estimated active 
poWer reserve of the Wind turbines (est_PWtsRes); 

using the error e_Pres to generate a percentage of maxi 
mum rated poWer, limiting the percentage of maximum 
rated poWer and keeping it Within a loWer and an upper 
value. 

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein the error (e_Pres) is 
input to at least one of a PID controller, a higher order transfer 
function, a lead-lag controller and standard non linear blocks. 

15. The method of claim 13, Wherein the estimated active 
poWer reserve (est_PWtsRes) is based on a comparison 
betWeen the active poWer generated by the ?rst subset of Wind 
turbines and the second subset of Wind turbines. 

16. A system of active poWer reserve regulation in a Wind 
farm having a plurality of Wind turbines, comprising: 

a Wind-farm controller Which interacts With the plurality of 
Wind turbines to manage a reserve of active poWer using 
active poWer limitation commands; 

an active poWer Wind-turbine controller in each of the 
plurality of Wind-turbines, Wherein each active poWer 
Wind turbine controller is con?gured to limit a maxi 
mum amount of active poWer generated by a corre 
sponding one of the plurality of Wind turbines according 
to the active poWer limitation commands received from 
the Wind-farm active poWer reserve controller. 

17. The system of claim 16, further comprising a controlled 
load Which receives active poWer from the Wind-turbines, said 
active poWer being part of the active poWer reserve. 

18. The system of claim 17 Wherein the controlled load is 
used as an electric load or as electrical energy storage. 

19. The system of claim 17 Wherein the controlled load is 
an electrolyZer, a ?yWheel, or other type of energy storage 
device. 

20. The system of claim 16, Wherein the active poWer 
reserve Wind-farm controller transmits an active reserve 

mode command to the plurality of Wind-turbines so that the 
?rst subset of Wind turbines operate With no external poWer 
output limitations and the second subset of Wind-turbines 
operate at less than a maximum active poWer output, accord 
ing to the active poWer limitation command received from the 
Wind farm controller, to contribute to the total reserve of 
active poWer in the Wind-farm. 

21. The system of claim 17, Wherein the active poWer 
reserve Wind-farm controller determines an actual poWer con 
sumption of the controlled load and determines an active 
poWer limitation command for the second subset of Wind 
turbines based on the actual poWer consumption of the con 
trolled load and the active poWer reserve setpoint. 

22. The system of claim 20, Wherein the ?rst subset of 
Wind-turbines, in response to the active poWer reserve mode 
command, operate With no constraints related to the Wind 
farm active poWer reserve controller, and maintain said maxi 
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mum active power output unless additional constraints unre 
lated to the reserve of active power limit the active poWer 
output. 

23. The system of claim 20, Wherein the second subset of 
Wind-turbines, in response to the active poWer limitation 
command, do not exceed a commanded percentage of their 
rated active poWer. 

24. The system of claim 20, Wherein a number of Wind 
turbines in the second subset of Wind turbines is varied based 
on a difference betWeen an actual value of the total reserve of 
active poWer in the Wind farm and a target value of the total 
reserve of active poWer in the Wind farm. 

25. The system of claim 24 Wherein the second subset of 
Wind turbines is varied based on the active poWer reserve 
setpoint. 

26. The system of claim 24, Wherein the second subset of 
Wind turbines is variedbased on a ratio betWeen a mean active 
poWer output from the ?rst subset of Wind turbines and a 
mean active poWer output from the second subset of Wind 
turbines. 

27. The system of claim 26, Wherein the ratio is maintained 
betWeen an upper threshold and a loWer threshold. 
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28. A method of active poWer reserve regulation in a Wind 
farm having a plurality of Wind turbines and a communication 
netWork, the method comprising: 

operating a controlled load to generate an active poWer 
reserve from poWer generated by the plurality of Wind 
turbines. 

29. The method of claim 28, Wherein the poWer to operate 
the controlled load is varied dynamically. 

30. The method of claim 28, Wherein the poWer to operate 
the controlled load is maintained constant. 

31. A system of active poWer reserve regulation in a Wind 
farm having a plurality of Wind turbines, comprising: 

a controlled load to generate an active poWer reserve. 
32. The system of claim 31, Wherein the controlled load is 

one or more different loads. 

33. The system of claim 31, Wherein the controlled load is 
used as an electric load or as an energy storage device. 

34. The system of claim 31, Wherein the controlled load is 
an electrolyZer, a ?yWheel, or other type of energy storage 
device. 


